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Big Stories in The Big Easy

 2005 Hurricane Katrina

 2006 Levee rebuilding begins in earnest

 2007 Coastal restoration authorized

 2008 Hurricane Gustav

 2009 MS River Gulf Outlet closed

 2010 Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
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New Orleans Recovery

 Since Hurricane Katrina:

►The Corps of Engineers, New Orleans 

District has participated in 7,000 media 

interviews  

►These include: 

• Approximately 3,500 television stories

• Over 1,250 radio interviews

• More than 2,250 print articles in local, national and 

international newspapers and magazines
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Example News Articles
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Create a Communications Plan

 Identify stakeholders

 Clearly state problems and goals

 Establish timelines

 Build trust communications

 Craft restoration messages

 Carry out strategies
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Who are Stakeholders?

 Landowners

 Local government

 State government

 Financial sponsors

 Federal resource agencies

 Environmental organizations

 Fishing and hunting groups
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Make Introductory Office Visits

 Before you start, reach out to key 

stakeholders and organizations

 Go see groups on their turf

 Seek engagement and support

 Ask for their input on direction

 Establish open lines of communication
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Use Meetings Effectively

 Employ multiple methods to announce 

meetings - print ads, radio broadcasts, 

web sites, mail, emails, and phone calls

 Understand the difference between 

required meetings and information 

exchange events

 Meet with anyone, anywhere, any time 

to discuss restoration needs and plans
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Host a Kickoff Meeting

 Invite all interested parties

 Encourage interactive participation, not 

just presentations

 Distribute information such as relevant 

authority, fact sheets, and site details

 Be clear about available funds, 

requirements, and schedules

 Point to next events and opportunities
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Listen to Everyone

 Set ground rules for parties to respect 

each other

 Give all sides a chance to speak

 Helps all sides understand each other

 Clarifies areas of agreement 

 Creates opportunity for solutions
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Share Information

 Understanding a site’s history helps 

when developing restoration plans

 Site data is invaluable
► topography/bathymetry

► water quality

► fish and wildlife habitat quality

 Data helps frame real issues

 Be honest about level of knowledge
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Launch and Maintain a Website
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Host Planning Workshops
 Focused working events

 Let all parties participate

 Balance presentations with exercises

 Show feedback in plans

 Examples
► recreation components

► public access

► special area plans
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Collaborate with Partners

 Agencies

 Environmental organizations

 Universities and students

 Neighborhood groups

 Examples of collaboration:

►Collect public surveys

►Test options and techniques

►Perform supporting research
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Conduct Joint Field Visits

 Visit sites with 

interest groups

 Discuss options 

together in the 

field

 If possible, 

collect 

information 

together
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Tell Your Story
 Media are 

interested

 Spread good 

news

 Be clear about 

challenges

 Offer frequent 

updates
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Participate in Community Events

 Neighborhood 

meetings

 Earth Day

 Wetlands Day

 Coastal Summits

 Swamp Fest

 School science fairs
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Other Important Points

 Recognize your audience

 Collect feedback and adjust 

approaches

 Remember the mission
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Celebrate Your Successes
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Additional Information

http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil

http://www.mrgo.gov 

http://www.lca.gov
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Questions 

and 

Discussion


